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Abstract
Purpose:
Traditional underground cellars are singular elements of Architectonic and Cultural Heritage
of Spain. Branched plan, irregular sections and rough surfaces complicate the survey and
geometry analysis of these constructions. The purpose of this research is to set a data
capture technique that documents efficiently and accurately the underground Architectonic
Heritage.

Method:
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We propose a methodology based on 3D scanner to study and analyze the traditional
underground constructions. This methodology offers the possibility of a large data acquisition
in a short period of time, obtaining a detailed study of the volume of this type of traditional
construction, and their distribution in space.

Result:
The 3D scanner shows the structure and the details concerning underground construction,
capturing roughness or small shape changes in the walls. 3D scanner accurately
distinguishes the texture of walls and elements of the cellar. Also different materials can be
identified. The approximate time needed in each shot is 4 minutes for scanning and 10
minutes for image capture.

Discussion & Conclusion:
We can conclude that the 3D scanner technique efficiently and accurately characterize and
represent underground constructions. 3D images have high quality and clarity, enabling to
analyze visual elements (texture, color, lighting and shape).

1 Introduction

1.2

1.1

Today everyone talks about bioclimatic or ecological
architecture but ... What does this mean? Unfortunately
on many occasions this term is more than just a false
label.
”If we wish to know the truth concerning anything, we
will find it in the nature of that thing” [2]. Our study looks at
the architecture by analogy with nature: how we know the
geometry or abstract from nature, geometry, not merely in
metric but with all its accidents: color, texture, inertia,
temperature, lighting, mechanical strength, etc.
We are interested in an object of study in which
architecture and nature are related and where the
relationship between parameters of the site and its
function is accurate. We have focused the study in the
cave with the use of wine cellar.

Real object and object representation

In its epistemological process man, through
abstraction, reaches the idea of a real object. The
drawing and representation allow, as the word, identify
and communicate those concepts. In fact, his adaptation
to reality is what makes them authentic, real.
His interest is not limited in themselves but what they
have reference to the concept or reality. In architecture,
for example, the geometry of structural elements
becomes a vehicle or tool of communication. The
knowledge of the classical world comes from the drawing
of the proportions and architecture is created as the
embodiment of the proportions in the drawing.
Early Renaissance writers understood that the plans
and the intersections are things necessary. We still teach
the artist to stick with his hands what he has learned with
his mind” [1]. The ultimate goal of representation is not
itself but the reference to reality, either as existing object
or object that is created.

1.3

Nature and architecture

Underground construction

Humans have exploited, since the first civilization, the
existing underground space or excavated caves in order
to inhabit and store agricultural products [3]. The thermal
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inertia of the soil surrounding the underground
construction provides thermal stability, which together
with the lack of light, sounds and vibrations, promotes the
conservation of food.
Since the energy crisis in 1973, developed countries
are looking for systems to reduce energy consumption. In
the construction sector, architects and engineers have
been working to achieve efficient designs that save
energy. One of these design strategies is to reduce the
thermal wave from the outside and get a stable
environment is the construction of buildings with high
thermal inertia [4,5]. One of the materials use to achieve
thermal stability is the terrain, only the most superficial
layers of soil are affected by weather. In small depths of
land the temperature conserve its temperature regardless
of the daily fluctuations, leading to stabilize before the
seasonal variations at greater depth. The stabilization of
ground temperature with depth has been considered by
several researchers as passive heating and cooling of
buildings [6,7,8].
In addition to energy saving in air conditioning,
underground construction has a number of advantages
such as: the maintenance of natural surface, efficient use
of land, reducing noise and vibration, lower energy costs
through minimization of losses of heat and exploitation of
its potential for cooling, reducing the daily temperature
fluctuations, reducing maintenance costs and protection
against natural disasters and extreme temperatures [9].
Among the above solutions, the underground cellars
have been one of the best options in areas with
continental climate and soil characteristics suitable, as
they provide suitable conditions for the aging of wine at
no cost and without energy management practices. Now
more than ever, due to the rising cost of fuel and energy,
bioclimatic buildings that reduce energy consumption are
needed.

1.4

They were dug out by hand using tools such as picks
and shovels. The materials were removed by baskets or
sacks through the entrance of the cellar or by pulleys
through the ventilation chimneys (fig. 3).

Fig. 2 Detail of the cellar cave

Underground wine cellars

The construction characteristics of underground cellars
vary slightly depending on the characteristics of the area
where they are situated, especially the orography.

Fig. 3 Detail of the entrance and the ventilation chimney

Fig. 1 Access tunnel to the cellar

They are usually underground constructions excavated
by hand under the surface. The door leads to an entrance
tunnel with varying gradients and length (fig. 1). This
tunnel leads to a maturing cave where the wine was
traditionally stored for fermentation and maturing (fig. 2).
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Fig. 4 New underground cellar excavated by TBM.
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In the excavation of new underground cellars the
traditional method has been replaced by tunnel boring
machines (TBMs) which excavate large caves or tunnels
(fig. 4).

1.5

Location

The geographic area chosen was La Mancha, Spain, a
location where geological conditions promote the
formation of numerous natural or dug caves.

2 Methodology
2.1

Graphic representation

Visual language is the base for the design creation. It
is based on principles or concepts. The following
methodology describes the concepts needed to obtain the
spatial representation of the traditional underground
constructions.
The
elements
that
define
the
representation of traditional construction are the elements
of architectural design and are based on two main
concepts (visual and conceptual).
The conceptual elements are: points, lines, planes and
volumes. They compose the overall geometry and are not
visible but have physical existence. The point is the
smallest unit of visual expression which indicates a
position. It does not have length, width or an area, but is
the beginning and end of a line. Visuals elements are the
most important part of the design, because they make the
conceptual elements visible through the shape, the
measurement, the color and the texture.

2.2

The 3D scanner is a technique for carrying on the
survey of geometries. The demand for 3D models of
historical monuments is continuously increasing in the
field of archaeological and architectural applications [10],
[11], [12].
There is no record of any prior study that applies 3D
scanner in underground wine cellars. Therefore, we
applied an innovative work methodology.
The material used to carry out the scanning and data
processing is: 3D scanning system with laser technology
“Faro Photon 80” (tab.1); Scanning Software “Scene”;
Camera "Nikon D200" with fish-eye and fastening
devices; Software for geometry processing “Rapidform”;
Laptop.

0,6m76m

Resolution
0.6mm17bit range

Previously to data collection using the 3D scanner, it is
necessary to study the construction characteristics, the
typology and the wanted objective. It is necessary to
estimate the number of samples for scanning based on
the geometry and distribution of the cellar.
The paper compares two methodology of work used
during the scanning/digitization of wine cave. Each
methodology obtains a 3D model (in the form of clouds of
points) of the scenario; the difference between each of
them is the accuracy and the distance between the
digitizing shots.
Characteristics

Scanning

Range

Fig. 5 3D scanner and camara.

Measurement
speed
120,000
points/sec

Distance
error
±2 mm at
25 m

Tab. 1 Characteristics of the 3D Scanner.

The 3D Scanner is a device that scans an object or the
physical environment to collect shape data and
occasionally collects its color. In the analysis of an object
or the physical environment itself, the 3D Scanner creates
a cloud of points representing the shape analyzed.
Optionally, after the scan, the camera incorporated in
the 3D scanner can take color pictures with the aim of
providing color to the cloud of points (fig. 5).
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Resolution
Size
Number scan
points
Scan time

Method. 1
(with color)
1/5
≈ 160 MB

Method. 1
(without color)
1/5
≈ 85 MB

Method 2
(without color)
1/16
≈ 8 MB

≈ 6.5 Mill.

≈ 6.5 Mill.

≈ 2.5 Mill.

00:08:30

00:04:30

00:00:30

Tab. 2 Scan characteristics associated with each
methodology

The characteristics of each particular scan associated
with each methodology are detailed in table 2.
Both methodologies were used for the same scenario,
the winery cave Peinado (Tomelloso, Spain). The
characteristics of each method applied to the winery cave
are detailed in table 3.
Characteristics
Number of shots
Field work
Laboratory work
Disk memory
Number scan
points
Distance between
scans

Observations

13
8h
2h
2.11 GB

Metod. 1
(without
color)
13
4h
4h
1.08 GB

34.6 Mill

34.6 Mill

≈ 8m

≈ 8m

Metod. 1
(with color)

Scans to 2 meters from the
ground

Metod 2
(without color)
103
4h
8h
743 MB
70.9 Mill
≈ 1m
Scans at two
different
heights above
ground: 0.5 to
2.5 meters

Tab. 3 Characteristics of the methodology applied in
"Peinado"
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It is necessary to determine the quality of the point
cloud that is needed to obtain adequate results.
With these assumptions, the most important settings
which will affect the final visual quality results in
underground construction are: the positioning of the
scanner, the precision and the number of shots.

3 Results
3.1

Shape

The shape of the cellar defines its appearance through
the points cloud (Fig. 6). The density of the points
determines the shape of the object, being needed
different shots with the scanner that acts as an observer.
Figure 7 shows a section of the wine cave and it can
be appreciated the precision of the scanner to produce
sections and plans.

Fig. 8 3D scanning result. Planar view

3D scanner accurately distinguishes the texture of
walls and elements of the cellar. Also different materials
can be identified. Texture is integrated into the overall
picture, providing an environmental sensation, more
clarity and information.
When color is added to the image, unnoticed textures
in the objects are appreciated (fig. 8).

3.3

Illumination and color

Although the scanner does not need light to scan the
geometry, it is necessary to determine the elements of
texture and color using a digital camera which makes
pictures (fig. 9 and 10).
The illumination homogeneity in an environment is
essential to avoid errors in the digitization process.

Fig. 6 3D scanning result. Section view

Fig. 9 3D scanning result. External view

Fig. 7 3D scanning result. External view

The 3D scanner shows the primary structure and the
details concerning underground construction, capturing
roughness or small shape changes in the walls.

3.2

Texture

Texture usually refers to visual features represented
on the surface of an object that provides character and
identity to the object in its representation. Usually are
small visual features that define the relationship between
the real object and the object represented.

Fig. 10 3D scanning result. Internal view.
June 15th – 17th, 2011, Venice, Italy
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Comparative methodologies

This section shows the results obtained when the two
methodologies employed in the winery cave are
compared. The analyses have been made in a particular
of the underground wine cellar.
The study is based on the number of points obtained
in each of them (Tab. 4).
Characteristics
Number of shots
Average distance
between points
Number origin points
Number meshing
points
Number meshing
faces
Meshing area
Number meshing
holes
Average distance
between points
Number origin points
Number meshing
points
Number meshing
faces
Meshing area
Number meshing
holes

Methodology 1
5

Methodology 2
46

5,784 mm

5,288 mm

29.232.602

57.912.698

13.983.504

30.030.191

27.730.817

59.588.796

2

799,955 m2

581,620 m
1.389

5.960

10 mm

10 mm

5.986.844

10.016.683

4.087.334

6.716.323

8.109.317

13.320.635

578,807 m

a) Meshing methodology 1

2

b) Meshing methodology 2

790,395 m2

419

985

15 mm

15 mm

2.389.087

3.834.539

1.619.895

2.599.932

c) Meshing a) and b) overlap

Average distance
between points
Number origin points
Number meshing
points
Number meshing
faces
Meshing area
Number meshing
holes
Average distance
between points
Number origin points
Number meshing
points
Number meshing
faces
Meshing area
Number meshing
holes

3.193.687

5.137.264

561,939 m2

777,039 m2

236

358

20 mm

20 mm

1.296.922

2.013.082

895.262

1.355.189

1.760.276

2.661.249

563.563 m2

753.308 m2

130

254

Tab. 4 Characteristics of each methodology in terms of
number of points
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Fig. 11 Meshing detail with average distance of ≈ 5 mm.

4 Conclusion
We can conclude that the 3D scanner technique
efficiently and accurately characterize and represent
underground constructions.
3D images have high quality and clarity, enabling to
analyze visual elements (texture, color, lighting and
shape). To do that, highest resolutions are not required,
reducing execution time.
Color image superposition provides information about
the texture and lighting of the underground construction;
dampness, fungi in walls, etc. can be observed.
Prior to placing the scanner, it is important to analyze
the geometry of the construction. For this purpose, the
characteristic sections must be located, which will provide
the necessary information to build a complete point cloud
that covers all the geometry studied.
Regarding the accuracy of the scan when using a high
resolution, data points obtained can be redundant and
unnecessary. When the resolution is reduced, the number
of shots may be increased 10 times during the same
period (13 shots versus 103 shots), reducing the distance
between scans and increasing the total number of
scanned points.
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